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We study the conductance through an Aharonov-Bohm ring, containing a quantum dot in the
Kondo regime in one arm, at finite temperature and arbitrary electronic density. We develop a
general method for this calculation based on changing basis to the screening and non-screening
channels. We show that an unusual term appears in the conductance, involving the connected
4-point Green’s function of the conduction electrons. However, this term and terms quadratic
in the T-matrix can be eliminated at sufficiently low temperatures, leading to an expression for
the conductance linear in the Kondo T-matrix. Explicit results are given for temperatures high
compared to the Kondo temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Kondo effect [1,2] is the entanglement of an im-
purity spin with conduction electrons as the temperature
is lowered below the Kondo temperature TK and the ef-
fective Kondo coupling renormalizes to large values. The
Kondo effect continues to fascinate, especially since its
experimental realization in gated semiconductor quan-
tum dots [3,4]. One interesting and highly non-trivial ex-
tension of the basic Kondo model involves an Aharonov-
Bohm (AB) ring with a Kondo impurity in the upper
arm and interference with a lower “reference arm” which
we refer to as an Aharonov-Bohm-Kondo (ABK) ring.
Early works on this topic [5-15] were largely focussed on
the T = 0 behaviour, using Nozie`res local Fermi liquid
theory (FLT) [16] and Numerical Renormalization Group
(NRG) [17] techniques. A conclusion of these works was
that TK depends strongly on the magnetic flux through
the ring. As shown in [18-21] Kondo scattering has both
elastic and inelastic components which exhibit interest-
ing variations with energy scale. Since inelastic scatter-
ing is generally known to destroy interference effects, a
correspondingly rich dependence of the conductance of
an ABK ring on temperature and flux is expected. Re-
cently, the finite temperature behaviour of the ABK ring
was also considered [15 and 22]. [22] studied the role
of inelastic scattering on the visibility of AB oscillations
through a large open ring with an embedded quantum
dot. Various assumptions were made in this work includ-
ing the idealized notion of a large ‘open ring’ which re-
late the conductance to the scattering cross section. Here
we avoid these assumptions, calculating the full conduc-
tance including contributions from multiple traversals of
the ring, using the Kubo formula.
We consider the short ABK ring introduced in [10]
with tunneling amplitudes tL and tR between a quantum
dot and left and right leads along with a direct tunnel-
ing amplitude t′ between the leads. [See Fig. (1).] Unlike
most previous work focusing on zero temperature, we
study the temperature regime T  TK . In this regime
we expect renormalization group improved perturbation
theory in the Kondo coupling, J , to be valid. Follow-
ing earlier works [23, 5, 14, 15] we develop a general
method to study this system based on changing to a ba-
sis of channels of conduction electrons, (ψ, φ) where ψ
interacts with the quantum dot and φ does not. This
involves first transforming to the scattering state basis
in the case tL = tR = 0 and the transmission is only
through the reference arm. Although the resulting Kondo
coupling to ψ is a complicated function of all parameters
in the model, including the flux, this transformation has
the advantage that one can then invoke known univer-
sal results on the standard single channel Kondo model.
In particular, [10] stated a formula for the conductance
where all interaction effects were contained in the single-
electron T-matrix for the corresponding single-channel
Kondo model. The frequency and temperature depen-
dence of T(ω, T ) has been well studied using renormaliza-
tion group improved perturbation theory, FLT, NRG and
other methods. Starting from the Kubo formula, we show
that the conductance can be written in terms of a ‘trans-
mission probability’ function which has a disconnected
two-point function part (of zeroth, first and second or-
der in the T-matrix) and a connected four-point function
part GC = 〈ψ†ψψ†ψ〉
C
. However, using a suitable for-
mulation of the Kubo formula, it is possible to eliminate
both the connected term and the term quadratic in the
T-matrix at temperatures small compared to the band
width, which could still be large compared to TK , re-
sulting in an expression for the conductance linear in the
T-matrix. We relate this result to results of Meir and
Wingreen [24, 25] showing that the conductance through
a rather general interacting central region can be ex-
pressed in terms of the T-matrix. Similar formulas have
been obtained in the past using Keldysh technique [6-10].
Here we rederive them using Kubo formalism, generalize
them to finite temperature and arbitrary density in the
leads and examine critically when they are valid.
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2In Sec. (II) we introduce our model in more detail and
show how we can transform the ABK ring model to a sin-
gle channel Anderson or Kondo model. In Sec. (III) the
Kubo formula for the linear conductance is expressed in
the (ψ, φ) basis, containing terms involving the T-matrix
as well as GC and we present our formula for the conduc-
tance in terms of the T-matrix and connected Green’s
function. In Sec. (IV) we perform a perturbative calcula-
tion of both connected and disconnected parts to second
order in the Kondo coupling and give an explicit formula
and graphs for the flux-dependent conductance at high
temperature T  TK . In Sec. (V) we discuss the exact or
approximate elimination of the connected Green’s func-
tion from the conductance, using both Kubo and Keldysh
formalisms and explain why the Meir-Wingreen approach
does not generally allow for an exact elimination of the
connected part although it does for some simpler models
including special cases of the ABK ring. We also present
a formula, Eq. (5.33), for the conductance, containing
only terms of zeroth and first order in the T-matrix,
which should be valid at temperatures small compared to
the band width. Sec. (VI) contains our conclusions and
a discussion of open questions. Appendices (A) and (B)
provide details related to the conductance calculations
in the paper. In Appendix (C) the non-interacting limit
of the ABK ring is discussed using Landauer, Fisher-Lee
[26] and Keldysh techniques and the role of inelastic scat-
tering is commented on.
II. THE MODELS: SCREENING AND
NON-SCREENING CHANNELS
In this paper we consider interaction effects in a small
Aharanov-Bohm ring with a quantum dot embedded in
the upper arm. This system is modeled by a tight-
binding Hamiltonian in which a direct link between first
sites of left and right chains plays the role of the refer-
ence arm. Admittedly, transport experiments are usu-
ally performed on rings that are much larger than the
one considered here, but as many references have studied
this model, we choose to discuss it in order to illustrate
various interesting features of the calculation. Moreover,
the advantage of this model is that a direct solution of
the non-interacting case is relatively simple and provides
us with the possibility to confirm our Kubo calculations
with various cross checks using both Keldysh and Lan-
dauer techniques. Once the method is established, gen-
eralization to larger rings and/or continuum models is
straightforward.
The Hamiltonian is given by H = H0 + HT + Hd which
consist of a non-interacting part
H0 = −t
[( −2∑
n=−∞
+
∞∑
n=1
)
c†ncn+1+h.c.
]
−t′(c†−1c1+h.c.)
(2.1)
composed of two semi-infinite leads, with the hopping
parameter t, coupled together with an amplitude t′ which
FIG. 1: The model of a small ABK ring considered in this
paper. The reference arm is a direct link between sites -1
and 1. The quantum dot, denoted by d, consists of a single
level, with an on-site Coulomb repulsion, tunnel-coupled to
the ring. The ring encloses a flux hϕ/e which is included
symmetrically in the phases of the tunneling amplitudes of
the dot in the gauge chosen here.
plays the role of the reference arm. A sum over spin
indices is implied. The only interacting part of the model
involves the quantum dot described by
Hd = dd
†d+ Und↑nd↓. (2.2)
Here ndσ = d
†
σdσ for σ =↑, ↓. The quantum dot is con-
nected to the leads via flux-dependent tunnel couplings
HT = −
[(
tLe
iϕ/2c†−1 + tRe
−iϕ/2c†1
)
d+ h.c.
]
. (2.3)
In the absence of the dot and the reference arm, the elec-
tron wave-functions at n = ±1 are of the form sin(ka)
where a is the lattice spacing, resulting in an energy-
dependence of the tunneling amplitudes. (Some previ-
ous works [10,15] have neglected this energy-dependence
in order to simplify the calculations). Unless explicitly
mentioned, we assume a = 1 and drop it from the formu-
las.
We are interested in the case t2L, t
2
R  Ut, so that the
dimensionless Kondo coupling νJ ∝ (t2L + t2R)/(tU) 1
and universal behaviour characteristic of the Kondo effect
may occur. On the other hand, we do not assume t′ is
small compared to t since this may not be the case in
experiments and is not necessary to see manifestations of
the Kondo effect.
A. Screening and non-screening channels
Transformation of the ABK ring model to a single-
impurity Anderson model using scattering states has
been introduced in [23, 5, 14, 15]. The Hamiltonian with-
out the dot can be diagonalized with a pair of degenerate
scattering states H0 |ek〉 = k |ek〉 and H0 |ok〉 = k |ok〉
for k ∈ (0, pi) which span the Hilbert space and are cho-
sen to be orthogonal. H0 has parity symmetry and these
states are even and odd eigenstates of the parity opera-
tor, i.e. their wave-functions satisfy χek(−n) = χek(n)
and χok(−n) = −χok(n) and for n > 0 can be written as
χ(e/o)k(n) = 2e
iδ±k sin(nk + δ±k ). (2.4)
For the present problem, the phase shifts have been cal-
culated in [14] and satisfy the relation
sin δ±k = ±τ sin(k + δ±k ), (2.5)
3where τ = t′/t. Of particular interest are the even and
odd scattering wave-functions at n = 1, Γek ≡ χek(1)
and Γok ≡ χok(1) given by
Γ(e/o)k = 2e
iδ±k sin(k + δ±k )
= ±2
τ
eiδ
±
k sin δ±k =
2 sin k
1∓ τeik . (2.6)
We can use these wave-functions to define a new set of
annihilation operators qek and qok in terms of which the
position-space operators are given by
cn =
1√
2
∫ pi
0
dk
2pi
(
χek(n)qek + χok(n)qok
)
, (2.7)
and the tunneling Hamiltonian becomes
HT = − 1√
2
∫ pi
0
dk
2pi
[(t∗deΓ
∗
ekq
†
ek − t∗doΓ∗okq†ok)d+ h.c.],
(2.8)
in which the dot is coupled to even/odd scattering states
by the flux-dependent amplitudes tde and tdo
tde = tLe
−iϕ/2 + tReiϕ/2
tdo = tLe
−iϕ/2 − tReiϕ/2.
(2.9)
The operators qek and qok are normalized so as to satisfy
the anti-commutation relations{
qe/ok1 , q
†
e/ok2
}
= 2piδ(k1 − k2). (2.10)
Another unitary transformation to screening ψ and non-
screening φ channels:
Ψk ≡
(
ψk
φk
)
= Uk
(
qek
qok
)
(2.11)
where
Uk =
1√
2Vk
(
tdeΓek −tdoΓok
t∗doΓ
∗
ok t
∗
deΓ
∗
ek
)
, (2.12)
with the normalization factor Vk > 0 given by
Vk = 2 sin k
√
t2L + t
2
R
√
1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos k cosϕ
(1 + τ2)2 − 4τ2 cos2 k (2.13)
maps the problem to a single channel coupled to an An-
derson impurity H = H0 +HT +Hd with
H0 =
∫ pi
0
dk
2pi
k
(
ψ†kψk + φ
†
kφk
)
(2.14)
HT = −
∫ pi
0
dk
2pi
Vk
(
ψ†kd+ d
†ψk
)
, (2.15)
where the non-screening channel φ is decoupled from the
dot. Here k = −2t cos k is the dispersion relation of free
electrons and the parameter
γ =
2tLtR
t2L + t
2
R
(2.16)
characterizes the coupling asymmetry of the dot. There-
fore, the problem of the AB ring with an embedded quan-
tum dot is mapped to a single-impurity Anderson model
with a generally energy-dependent and flux-dependent
hybridization parameter, Vk.
B. Kondo model
An approximation to the Anderson model is given by
the Kondo model [1]. One can perform the Schrieffer-
Wolff transformation [27] to arrive at
H =
∫
dk
2pi
k(ψ
†
kψk + φ
†
kφk)
+
∫
dkdk′
(2pi)2
(Jkk′ψ
†
k
~σ
2
ψk′ · ~Sd +Kkk′ψ†kψk′). (2.17)
Here ~Sd is the impurity spin and the couplings Jkk′ and
Kkk′ are given by [27]
Jkk′ = Vk(jk + jk′)Vk′ , Kkk′ = Vk(κk + κk′)Vk′/2,
(2.18)
where we have defined
(j, κ)k =
1
k − d ±
1
U + d − k . (2.19)
The Kondo model is usually defined with a reduced band
width D  t so the momentum dependence of the cou-
plings can be ignored for the small ABK ring considered
in this paper. Transport properties are usually given in
terms of the diagonal coupling Jkk ∝ V 2k which contains
the first harmonic of the dimensionless flux, φ.
III. CONDUCTANCE FROM KUBO FORMULA
The current operator may be written as
I = −e
2
d
dt
∆N, (3.1)
where
∆N ≡ NR −NL (3.2)
and
NR/L =
±∞∑
n=±1
c†ncn. (3.3)
By adding a perturbation to the Hamiltonian,
eV (t)∆N/2, with V (t) = V0 cos Ωt, the Kubo for-
mula gives the DC conductance.
G =
e2
h
lim
Ω→0
2piiΩG′(Ω) (3.4)
where G′(Ω) is the retarded Green’s function of ∆N/2:
G′(Ω) ≡ − i
4
∫ ∞
0
dtei(Ω+iη)t 〈[∆N(t),∆N(0)]〉 . (3.5)
(η is an infinitesimal positive convergence factor.) Al-
ternatively, the same formula for the conductance may
be obtained by applying a vector potential between the
quantum dot and sites ±1 and between sites +1 and
4−1. In some cases it will be convenient to obtain G′(Ω)
by analytic continuation from the imaginary time, time-
ordered Green’s function:
G′(iωp) ≡ −1
4
∫ β
0
dτeiωpτ 〈Tτ∆N(τ)∆N(0)〉 (3.6)
where β ≡ ~/T and ωp ≡ 2pip/β.
A. Kubo formula in terms of Green’s functions of
screening and non-screening channels
∆N can be written in the scattering basis as
∆N =
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2
(2pi)2
(
q†ek1 q
†
ok1
)
Ak1k2
(
qek2
qok2
)
, (3.7)
where the matrices Ak1k2 are given by
Ak1k2 =
1
2
[ ∞∑
n=1
−
−1∑
−∞
](
χ∗ek1(n)
χ∗ok1(n)
)(
χek2(n) χok2(n)
)
.
(3.8)
The off-diagonal matrix elements of Ak1k2 are partial
overlaps of even and odd scattering wave-functions in the
left/right leads. A direct summation of (3.8) using (2.4)
and (2.5) and after introducing appropriate convergence
factors yields
Ak1k2 = 2piδ(k1 − k2)τx + gRk1(k2)Fk1k2 , (3.9)
where
g
R/A
k () ≡ gk(± iη) =
1
− k ± iη , (3.10)
are the free retarded/advanced Green’s functions,
Fk1k2 ≡
(
0 fk1k2
−f∗k2k1 0
)
, (3.11)
and
fk1k2 ≡ 2t′Γ∗ek1Γok2 . (3.12)
We refer to the first term in the left equation of (3.9) as
the contact term and the second term as the overlap term.
Here and in the following τx, τy and τz are Pauli matrices
in the ψ − φ basis and τψ ≡ 12 (1 + τz) is the projection
operator onto the ψ state. Using gRk1(k2)
∗ = −gRk2(k1),
it can be seen that
Ak1k2 = A
†
k2k1
. (3.13)
We will be mainly interested in the diagonal elements of
f which can be written as
piνkfkk = e
−i(δ+k −δ−k ) sin(δ+k − δ−k ) (3.14)
where νk is the density of states per unit length, per spin,
per channel,
νk ≡ 1
4pit sin k
. (3.15)
∆N can be expressed in terms of screening and non-
screening channels
∆N(t) =
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2
(2pi)2
Ψ†k1(t)Mk1k2Ψk2(t), (3.16)
in which the matrix Mk1k2 is defined as
Mk1k2 ≡ Uk1Ak1k2U†k2 (3.17)
where Uk is defined in Eq. (2.12). It follows immediately
from Eq. (3.13) that:
Mk1k2 = M
†
k2k1
(3.18)
a property which we will use below and which implies
that ∆N is Hermitean.
B. Conductance formula
Inserting Eq. (3.16) into Eq. (3.5) we obtain an exact
expression for the Green’s function of ∆N , and hence
the conductance, in terms of retarded Green’s functions
of the single channel Anderson or Kondo model and
the non-interacting Green’s function of the non-screening
field φk. Obtaining the retarded Green’s function of ∆N
from the analytic continuation of the time-ordered imag-
inary time Green’s function, the corresponding Feynman
diagrams are drawn in Fig. (2). Both 2-point and con-
nected 4-point Green’s functions occur.
1. Disconnected part
The disconnected part ofG′ is most conveniently dealt
with in real time domain where it is denoted by G
′D.
Using Wick’s theorem it can be written:
G
′D(Ω) = − i
2
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2dq1dq2
(2pi)4
∫ ∞
0
dtei(Ω+iη)tTr
[
Mk1k2G
>
k2q1
(t)Mq1q2G
<
q2k1
(−t)− Mq1q2G>q2k1(−t)Mk1k2G<k2q1(t)
]
(3.19)
5Ω 
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FIG. 2: Feynman diagram representation of Kubo calculation of the conductance. Solid and dashed lines represent the free
Green’s function of the ψ and φ electrons, respectively, and are diagonal in the initial and final momenta, i.e. proportional to
2piδ(k1 − k2). The hashed circle connecting two solid lines denotes the exact Green’s function of ψ electrons. (a) Diagramatic
representation of Eq. (3.27). A decomposition of the exact ψ Green’s function into its free and T-matrix parts is implied in all
the other diagrams, as well. Therefore, diagrams (b)-(e) each partially contributes to the background conductance. Diagrams
(c)-(e) each partially contribute to the linear in T-matrix part of the conductance. Diagram (e) contributes to the quadratic
in T-matrix part of the conductance. (f) The connected part of the conductance.
where a factor of 2 from summation over spin indices is
taken into account. Here we used the fact that
G<k2q1αβ(t) = δαβG
<
k2q1
(t) (3.20)
due the SU(2) symmetry of the model. Here the Green’s
functions G>kq(t) and G
<
qk(t) are diagonal matrices in the
ψ − φ space,
G>kq(t) ≡ −i
(
〈ψk(t)ψ†q(0)〉 0
0 〈φk(t)φ†q(0)〉
)
, (3.21)
and
G<qk(t) ≡ +i
(
〈ψ†k(0)ψq(t)〉 0
0 〈φ†k(0)φq(t)〉
)
. (3.22)
We can write these Green’s functions in the Fourier
domain, do the time integral and use the general
equilibrium identities G<qk(ω) = −2if(ω)ImGRqk(ω) and
G>kq(ω) = 2i(1 − f(ω))ImGRkq(ω), where GRqk(ω) is the
matrix retarded single electron Green’s function and
f(ω) = (1+e−β(ω−µF ))−1 is the Fermi distribution. [Here
we used the fact that GRkq(ω) = G
R
qk(ω) for the Anderson
model, as can be seen from Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28).] We
thus obtain
G
′D(Ω) = −2i
∫
dωdω′
(2pi)2
[f(ω)− f(ω′)]
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2dq1dq2
(2pi)4
Tr
[
Mk1k2ImG
R
k2q1(ω
′)Mq1q2ImG
R
q2k1(ω)
] ∫ ∞
0
dtei(ω−ω
′+Ω+iη)t
= 2
∫
dωdω′
(2pi)2
f(ω)− f(ω′)
ω − ω′ + Ω + iη
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2dq1dq2
(2pi)4
Tr
[
Mk1k2ImG
R
k2q1(ω
′)Mq1q2ImG
R
q2k1(ω)
]
(3.23)
The momentum integral can be seen to be real using Mk1k2 = M
†
k2k1
and ImGRkq(ω) = ImG
R
qk(ω). Here we focus on the
real part of the conductance; only the imaginary part of G′ contributes to it. Thus, we only need
ImG
′D(Ω) = − 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dω[f(ω)− f(ω + Ω)]
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2dq1dq2
(2pi)4
Tr
[
Mk1k2ImG
R
k2q1(ω + Ω)Mq1q2ImG
R
q2k1(ω)
]
. (3.24)
Inserting Eq. (3.24) into Eq. (3.4), gives the disconnected part of the DC conductance
GD =
2e2
h
∫ ∞
−∞
dω[−f ′(ω)]T D(ω) (3.25)
where the disconnected part of the “transmission probability” is defined as
T D(ω) ≡ lim
Ω→0
Ω2
2
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2dq1dq2
(2pi)4
Tr
[
Mk1k2ImG
R
k2q1(ω + Ω)Mq1q2ImG
R
q2k1(ω)
]
. (3.26)
The retarded Green’s function can be written in terms of
the T-matrix of the Anderson or Kondo model, Tk2q1(ω):
GRk2q1(ω) = 2piδ(k2−q1)gRk2(ω)1+τψgRk2(ω)Tk2q1(ω)gRq1(ω).
(3.27)
(Note that the τψ projection matrix implies that the sec-
ond term is only present for the screening channel, ψ.
6Also note that GRk2q1αβ , g
R
k2,αβ
and Tk2q1αβ are all ∝ δαβ
due to the SU(2) symmetry of the model. We are sup-
pressing all spin indices.) For the Anderson model of
Eq. (2.14) this T-matrix is related to the retarded Green’s
function of the dot GRdd(ω) via
Tk2q1(ω) = Vk2G
R
dd(ω)Vq1 . (3.28)
We see that GD is a sum of terms of zeroth, first and
second order in the T-matrix. The T-matrix is a smooth
function of frequency and the needed divergences as
Ω→ 0 of the momentum integral in Eq. (3.26) arise from
the singular behaviour of Aq1q2 in Eq. (3.9), ∝ Mq1q2 by
Eq. (3.17), and from the factors of gR in Eq. (3.27). We
find that, after taking the limit Ω→ 0, T (ω) is only non-
zero for ω inside the band, |ω| < 2t. Therefore, it is con-
venient to write the integration variable ω in Eq. (3.25)
as p:
GD =
2e2
h
∫ 2t
−2t
dp[−f ′(p)]T D(p). (3.29)
We show in Appendix (B) that the transmission proba-
bility for the disconnected part of the conductance may
be written in terms of the diagonal on-shell T-matrix of
the Anderson or Kondo model, and the density of states,
as
T D(p) = T0(p)
+ ZR(p)Re [−piνpTpp(p)]
+ ZI(p)Im [−piνpTpp(p)]
+ Z2(p)| − piνpTpp(p)|2 (3.30)
where
T0(p) = 4τ
2 sin2 p
(1 + τ2)2 − 4τ2 cos2 p , (3.31)
ZR(p) = 4τ cos p+ 2γ(1 + τ
2) cosϕ
1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ
√
T0[1− T0], (3.32)
ZI(p) = 1− 2T0(p), (3.33)
Z2(p) = −(1− τ
2)2(1− γ2) + 4γ2τ2 sin2 p sin2 ϕ
[1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ]2
.(3.34)
A non-trivial check of Eqs. (3.29)-(3.34) is the non-
interacting ABK ring, U = 0. In this case the connected
4-point Green’s function vanishes, so T D(p) gives the
entire transmission probability. In App. (C) we derive
Eq. (3.29) from the Landauer formalism and confirm that
Eqs. (3.30)-(3.34) give the correct transmission probabil-
ity.
2. Connected part
The connected contribution to G′(iωp) is given by
G′C(iωp) = 1
4
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2dq1q2
(2pi)4
M11k1k2M
11
q1q2GCk1k2q1q2(iωp)
(3.35)
which is a functional of the connected four-point Green’s
function GCk1k2q1q2(iωp) defined as
GCk1k2q1q2(iωp) = −
∫ β
0
eiωpτdτ
∑
σσ′
〈
Tτψ
†
k1σ
(τ)ψk2σ(τ)ψ
†
q1σ′(0)ψq2σ′(0)
〉
C
. (3.36)
The subscript and the superscript C both refer to the connected part. Using equation-of-motion techniques and as is
clear from Fig. (5), the connected part of the four-point function can be written in imaginary time domain as
GCk1k2q1q2(τ) =
∫ β
0
dτ1dτ2dτ3dτ4gk2(τ − τ2)gq2(0− τ4)Gampk1k2q1q2(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4)gk1(τ1 − τ)gq1(τ3 − 0) (3.37)
in terms of the amputated function which is proportional to the connected four-point function of the d electrons
Gampk1k2q1q2(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) = Vk1Vk2Vq1Vq2GCdd(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) (3.38)
where
GCdd(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) ≡
∑
σσ′
−
〈
Tτd
†
σ(τ1)dσ(τ2)d
†
σ′(τ3)dσ′(τ4)
〉
C
. (3.39)
Here
gk(τ) ≡ [f(τ)− θ(τ)]e−k|τ |. (3.40)
In Fourier-domain
7GCk1k2q1q2(iωp) =
Vk1Vk2Vq1Vq2
β2
∑
mn
gk2(i$m + iωp)gq2(i$n − iωp)GCdd(i$m, i$m + iωp, i$n, i$n − iωp)gk1(i$m)gq1(i$n).
Here $m and $n are fermionic and ωp is a bosonic Mat-
subara frequency. Analytic continuation to real frequen-
cies, iωp → Ω+iη gives the connected part of the retarded
four-point function to be plugged into Eq. (3.35).
We now argue that the connected part of the conduc-
tance can also be written:
GC =
2e2
h
∫ ∞
−∞
dω[−f ′(ω)]T C(ω) (3.41)
in terms of a connected part of the “transmission prob-
ability” T C(ω). This is an important result since it im-
plies that the total conductance at temperatures small
compared to the band width is determined by univer-
sal low energy properties of the system. It is also cru-
cial for approximately eliminating the connected term
from the conductance at low temperatures, as we show
in Sec. (V). To establish this result it is convenient to
write G′C(iωp) in terms of a partially amputated Green’s
function, P (i$m, i$m + iωp):
G′C(iωp) = 1
β
∑
m
P (i$m, i$m + iωp) (3.42)
where
P (i$m, i$m + iωp) ≡ 1
4
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2
(2pi)2
M11k1k2gk1(i$m)gk2(i$m + iωp)Vk1Vk2 ×∫ β
0
dτ1dτ2e
i$mτ1+i($m+ωp)τ2
〈
Tτd
†(τ1)d(τ2)∆N(0)
〉
C
. (3.43)
We now consider transforming the sum over $m in
Eq. (3.42) into a contour integral in the complex z-plane.
Thus we must consider the singularities of P (z, z + iωp)
for arbitrary complex z. We expect these singularities to
lie along the real z-axis and along the line z = −iωp + x
for real x. [See the spectral representation of this func-
tion in (3.46) and the discussion thereafter.] The Fermi
distribution has poles of residue −1/β at z = i$m. Thus
we may write the sum in Eq. (3.42) as integrals around
the 3 contours shown in Fig. (3a). We may then deform
these contours into 4 horizontal lines displaced infinites-
imally above and below the lines z = x and z = x− iωp
for −∞ < x <∞ as shown in Fig. (3b) giving:
G′(iωp) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
2pii
f(ω)
{
P (ω + iη′, ω + iωp)
− P (ω − iη′, ω + iωp)
+ P (ω − iωp, ω + iη′)
− P (ω − iωp, ω − iη′)
}
.(3.44)
(Here η′ is a positive infinitesimal corresponding to the
displacements of the integration lines.) Next, we consider
the analytic continuation of G′(iωp) to real frequency:
iωp → Ω + iη, G′ → G′, (3.45)
where η is another positive infinitesimal,with η′  η  1.
Finally, from Eq. (3.4), we must multiply G′(Ω) by a fac-
tor of Ω and take Ω→ 0. It can be seen that the integrals
of the first and last terms in Eq. (3.44) remain finite in
this Ω → 0 limit. This follows because all singularities
of P (ω + iη′, ω + Ω + iη) are below the real ω axis, at
ω = E − iη′ or E − Ω − iη where E is the difference of
energies of two states of the system. This follows from
the spectral decomposition:
∫ β
0
dτ1dτ2e
z1τ1+z2τ2
〈
Tτd(τ1)d(τ2)∆N(0)
〉
=
1
Z
∑
mnp
〈p|∆N |m〉
[ 〈m| d† |n〉 〈n| d |p〉
z2 + En − Ep
( e−βEp − e−βEm
z2 − z1 + Em − Ep −
e−βEn + e−βEm
z1 + En − Em
)
+
〈m| d |n〉 〈n| d† |p〉
z2 + Em − En
(e−βEp + e−βEn
z1 − En + Ep +
e−βEp − e−βEm
z2 − z1 + Em − Ep
)]
. (3.46)
8(Z is the partition function.) We see that, for z1 = ω+iη
′,
z2 = ω + Ω + iη, all singularities occur below the real ω
axis. [Actually we must subtract the disconnected part
from Eq. (3.46) to get a representation of P (z1, z2), but
this also obeys the desired property as mentioned at the
beginning of App. (B 3) using results from App. (A).] It
thus follows that we may deform the line integral in the
ω plane a finite distance above the real axis so that the
integral remains finite as Ω → 0. The same argument
applies to P (ω−Ω− iη, ω− iη′). On the other hand, the
integrals of the second and third terms in Eq. (3.44) di-
verge as Ω→ 0, and thus contribute to the conductance.
This follows because P (ω − iη′, ω + Ω + iη) has singu-
larities both above and below the real ω-axis which can
pinch the integration contour as Ω→ 0. Finally, shifting
the integration variable ω → ω + Ω, in the third term
in Eq. (3.44), we may make the approximation, valid for
Ω→ 0:
G′(Ω) ≈
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2pii
[f(ω+Ω)−f(ω)]P (ω−iη1, ω+Ω+iη2)
(3.47)
for positive infinitesimals η1 and η2. For small Ω we may
use
f(ω + Ω)− f(ω) ≈ Ωf ′(ω). (3.48)
From Eqs. (3.4) and (3.47) we then obtain the connected
part of the transmission probability:
T C(ω) = lim
Ω→0
Ω2
8
P (ω − iη1, ω + Ω + iη2) + c.c. (3.49)
where P is defined in Eq. (3.43), after analytic continua-
tion to real frequency. We again expect that T C(ω) will
only be non-zero at Ω→ 0 for ω inside the energy band,
|ω| < 2t, so we may again replace the integration variable
ω by p. Note that our analysis of the connected part of
the transmission probability is less complete that of the
disconnected part where we were able to explicitly take
the limit Ω→ 0 and express T D in terms of smooth func-
tions. For the connected part, we have not so far been
able to accomplish this. See however subsection (V B).
We confirm that the connected part of the conductance
can be written in terms of a transmission probability in
our perturbation calculation in Sec. (IV).
IV. PERTURBATIVE CALCULATION
In this section, we calculate the conductance pertur-
batively to order J2 ∝ V 4k /U2 a result which should be
valid for T  TK .
A. Disconnected Part: T-matrix of ψ electrons
The relevant Feynman diagrams for the (diagonal ele-
ment of the retarded on-shell) T-matrix are shown in
Fig. (4) and are given by
FIG. 3: The required contour deformation for summing over
Matsubara frequencies in Eq. (3.42). The hatched regions
mark the vertical position of singularities of P (z, z + iωp).
FIG. 4: Feynman diagrams for the T-matrix of the Kondo
model to order J2. The cross indicates potential scattering
and the double dashed line is the ‘propagator’ of the
impurity spin. The latter is shown as a loop to emphasize
that we trace over the impurity spin. The corresponding
hole diagrams are obtained by changing the direction of the
arrows.
Tpp(p + iη) = Kpp +
∫ F+D
F−D
νqdq
K2qp
p − q + iη (4.1)
+
∫ F+D
F−D
νqdq
3
16J
2
qp
p − q + iη +O(J
3 ∝ V 6). (4.2)
The factor of 3/16 multiplying the third term comes from
the correlation function of the impurity spin. At lowest
order in J we may use the free spin Green’s function:〈
TτS
a
d (τ1)S
b
d(τ2)
〉
=
1
4
δab (4.3)
independent of τ1 and τ2, yielding:∑
β
〈
Tτ (~Sd(τ1).~σαβ)(~Sd(τ2).~σβγ)
〉
=
3
4
δαγ . (4.4)
The first two terms in Eq. (4.1) are potential scattering
terms that satisfy the optical theorem
|−piνpTpp(p)|2 = Im [−piνpTpp(p)] . (4.5)
They depend on the position of the dot level d and can
be set to zero (Kpp ≈ 0) by tuning the dot to the middle
of two Coulomb resonances d − F ≈ −U/2. The third
term contains both real and imaginary parts. The real
part depends on the details of the conduction band. This
9term shows that the conductance is determined by the
properties of the system not only at energies close to the
Fermi energy but all energies over the full reduced band
±D; it introduces non-universalities that limit the pre-
dictive power of the Kondo model. Generally, for energies
much smaller than the original band width (D  t) the
total S-matrix can be written as a product from spin and
charge sectors [28] which implies that the single-particle
T-matrix takes the form [29]
− 2piνTpp(p, T ) = −2piνTKpp(p, T )e2iδ + i(e2iδ − 1).
(4.6)
Here TKpp(p) corresponds to the T-matrix of a particle-
hole symmetric Kondo Hamiltonian (for example, the
model considered here with τ = 0 and pF = pi/2) and
is purely imaginary to order J2. δ corresponds to the to-
tal phase shift at the Fermi energy induced by all poten-
tial scattering sources that break particle-hole symmetry
and is a complicated function of all the parameters of
the model. Thus, the O(J2) term in the real part of the
T-matrix is expected to merely contribute to δ at low
temperatures. Although these potential scatterings con-
tribute to the AB oscillations in the conductance, they do
not have a strong dependence on energy or temperature
and are not relevant for the Kondo physics. Therefore,
they will be neglected, δ → 0, in the following. To order
J2 the rest is
− piνpTKpp(p) = i
3pi2
16
ν2pJ
2
pp. (4.7)
Note that, to O(J2), TKpp is purely imaginary so that the
Re[TK] and |TK |2 terms in Eq. (3.30) don’t contribute.
B. Connected Part
To order J2 the relevant contribution is given by the
Feynman diagram shown in Fig. (5).
FIG. 5: The amputated connected function to order J2.
Note that in contrast to some previous works [30], here we
trace over the impurity spin.
The vertex function is given by
Gampk1k2q1q2(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) =
1
4
Jq2k1Jk2q1
∑
αβ
〈
Tτ (~Sd(τ1).~σαβ)(~Sd(τ2).~σβα)
〉
δ(τ1 − τ4)δ(τ2 − τ3). (4.8)
Using the result of Eq. (4.4) and Fourier transforming we get
Gampk1k2q1q2(i$m, i$m + iωp, i$n, i$n − iωp) =
3
8
Jq2k1Jk2q1δi$m+iωp−i$n,0. (4.9)
Plugging this into Eq. (3.37) we have
GCk1k2q1q2(iωp) =
3
8
Jq2k1Jk2q1
1
β
∑
m
gk2(i$m + iωp)gq2(i$m)gk1(i$m)gq1(i$m + iωp). (4.10)
The vertex function does not depend on energy and we can express the summation over Matsubara frequencies as a
contour integral and deform the contour as sketched in Fig. (3). After analytic continuation, iωp → Ω + iη, we write
the result as an integral over real frequency
GCk1k2q1q2(Ω + iη) =
3Jq2k1Jk2q1
16pii
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
{
+ f(ω)
[
gRk2(ω + Ω)g
R
q2(ω)g
R
k1(ω)g
R
q1(ω + Ω)
]
− f(ω)
[
gRk2(ω + Ω)g
A
q2(ω)g
A
k1(ω)g
R
q1(ω + Ω)
]
+ f(ω)
[
gRk2(ω)g
A
q2(ω − Ω)gAk1(ω − Ω)gRq1(ω)
]
− f(ω)
[
gAk2(ω)g
A
q2(ω − Ω)gAk1(ω − Ω)gAq1(ω)
]}
. (4.11)
Note that this is a special case of the general result discussed in Sub-Section (III B 2). In this simple case the validity
of this expression can be checked explicitly. Terms that contain all retarded or all advanced propagators do not
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contribute to the DC conductance. So we drop the first and the last lines and shift the integration variable by Ω in
the third line to obtain, after Taylor expanding f(ω − Ω),
GCk1k2q1q2(Ω + iη)→
3Jq2k1Jk2q1
16pii
∫ +∞
−∞
dωΩf ′(ω)
[
g∗k1(ω)gk2(ω + Ω)gq1(ω + Ω)g
∗
q2(ω)
]
. (4.12)
Inserting this into Eq. (3.35) we can write the connected part of the conductance as
GC =
−e2
4h
lim
Ω→0
∫
dpf
′(p)
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2dq1dq2
(2pi)4
3Jq2k1Jk2q1
8Vk1Vk2Vq1Vq2
IC(k1, k2; p,Ω)I
′
C(q1, q2; p,Ω) (4.13)
where the two functions IC and I
′
C are defined as
IC(k1, k2; p,Ω) = ΩVk1Vk2M
ψψ
k1k2
g∗k1(p)gk2(p + Ω), I
′
C(q1, q2; p,Ω) = ΩVq1Vq2M
ψψ
q1q2gq1(p + Ω)g
∗
q2(p). (4.14)
Taking the limit Ω → 0 of such functions is ex-
plained in Appendix (A). Indeed, these functions are
very similar to the matrices ID2 and I′D2 and the needed
propagator-product identities are similar to those of
Eqs. (B12) and (B13) apart from some extra factors of
2(2pi)2δ(p − k1)δ(p − k2) and 2(2pi)2δ(p − q1)δ(p − q2).
Therefore the connected four-point contribution to the
conductance can be written in terms of a transmission
probability
GC =
2e2
h
∫
dp[−f ′(p)]T C(p), (4.15)
where
T C(p) = Z2(p)3pi
2
16
ν2pJ
2
pp (4.16)
and Z2(p) is given in Eq. (3.34). Note that the discon-
nected and connected parts of the transmission probabil-
ity are the same order of magnitude.
C. total conductance
The total conductance to order O(J2) is given by com-
bining the connected and disconnected parts:
G =
∫
dp[−f ′(p)]T0(p) + ∆G, (4.17)
where the corrections to the conductance due to the pres-
ence of the dot ∆G are equal to
∆G =
2e2
h
∫
dp[−f ′(p)] [Z2(p) + ZI(p)] 3pi
2
16
(νpJpp)
2,
(4.18)
where Z2(p) and ZI(p), proportional to connected and
disconnected parts, are given in Eqs. (3.34) and (3.33)
respectively. The Kondo coupling factor is equal to
3pi2
16
(νpJpp)
2 =
12 sin2 p
( t2L + t2R
Ut
)2(1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ
(1 + τ2)2 − 4τ2 cos2 p
)2
. (4.19)
At temperatures small compared to the band width but
large compared to TK , considered here, the integration
over f ′(p) does not introduce a considerable thermal
smearing and we can replace p with F in the rest of
the integrand, yielding
∆G =
2e2
h
[Z2(F ) + ZI(F )] 3pi
2
16
(νpF JpF pF )
2. (4.20)
The flux-dependence of the conductance has two origins.
One is through the flux-dependence of the Kondo cou-
pling J which affects the flux dependence of the Kondo
temperature [14, 15]. The other source of flux depen-
dence is through Z2.
Of course, Eq. (4.18) is just the result of perturbation
theory to O(J2). We expect that higher order terms will
renormalize the Kondo coupling, giving it a temperature
dependence:
JpF pF (T ) = JpF pF + νpF J
2
pF pF ln(D/T ) + · · · , (4.21)
where D is of order the band width, t. The simple form
of this renormalized coupling comes from the fact that
for the small ring considered here, Jkq is a slowly varying
function of energy on scales of order the band width. The
effective Kondo coupling thus grows large at the Kondo
temperature
TK ≈ De−1/(νpF JpF pF ). (4.22)
Thus our perturbative result should only be reliable at
T  TK . In this regime we may write:
νpF JpF pF (T ) ≈
1
ln(T/TK)
. (4.23)
In the opposite limit, T  TK we can use the results of
[14, 15] based on Fermi liquid theory and NRG.
Fig. (6) shows ∆G versus ϕ for γ = 1 and various
values of τ = t′/t, electron density 2pF /pi and (t2L +
t2R)/(Ut) at TK  T  t. We have adjusted the value of
(t2L + t
2
R)/(Ut), as we adjust pF and τ , so that νpF JpF pF
has the maximum value .217 for each curve (occurring for
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FIG. 6: (a-c) Kondo-type corrections to the conductance versus flux due to the presence of the dot for TK  T  t for
various values of pF (proportional to density) and background tunneling amplitude τ = t
′/t. We have chosen γ = 1 and
adjusted (t2L + t
2
R)/(Ut) to a different value for each curve, given by (4.24), so that νpF JpF pF has the value .217 at ϕ = 0 for
each curve.
ϕ = 0), small enough we hope for perturbation theory to
be valid. This corresponds to the condition
sin pF · t
2
L + t
2
R
Ut
· 1 + τ
2 + 2τ cos pF
(1 + τ2)2 − 4τ2 cos2 pF =
pi
8
× .217
≈ .0852.(4.24)
At pF = pi/2, the flux-dependence of the Kondo coupling,
JkF kF vanishes and the AB oscillations originate from
the flux-dependence of the coefficient Z2(k) in Eq. (3.34)
which only contains the second harmonic of ϕ at this
density. This can be seen in Fig. (6a), while Figs. [6(b,c)]
show these corrections for lower densities, i.e. pF = pi/3
and pi/6. We need to emphasize that the corrections ∆G
shown are only the part containing the imaginary part
of the T-matrix which is universal. At low densities, the
flux-dependence of the Kondo coupling becomes impor-
tant and higher harmonics create a plateau-like feature
in the conductance as a function of ϕ.
Note that for symmetric coupling (γ = 1) and at zero
flux (ϕ = 0), we have Z2 = 0 and the sign of Kondo-type
conductance correction is set by the sign of ZI = 1−2T0.
Thus, introducing the dot leads to an enhancement (sup-
pression) of the conductance for T0 < 0.5 (T0 > 0.5).
It can be shown that this is a rather general criteria for
parity-symmetric networks with an embedded quantum
dot [31] and it might be related to similar scenarios in
transport through molecular junctions with vibrational
modes [32]. For the present model, the transition hap-
pens at τ ≈ 0.414 at half-filling (pF = pi/2) as can be
seen in Fig. (6a).
V. ELIMINATING THE CONNECTED 4 POINT
FUNCTION FROM THE CONDUCTANCE
A well-known result of Meir and Wingreen,24 based on
Keldysh formalism, shows that for quite general models
of interacting quantum dots connected to non-interacting
leads, the conductance can be expressed in terms of the
T-matrix. [10] and [15] also assumed this. Thus it is
perhaps surprising that our formula for the conductance
includes a contribution from a connected 4-point Green’s
function of the Anderson or Kondo model. The Meir-
Wingreen argument is based on the fact that the source-
drain voltage could be applied with an arbitrary asym-
metry parameter, y, between left and right sides of the
quantum dot and the same current should result. In
the linear response regime, considered here, Keldysh and
Kubo formalisms should yield identical results. In sub-
section (V A) we recast the Meir-Wingreen argument in
Kubo formalism and show that it does straightforwardly
allow for exact elimination of the connected part in spe-
cial cases: for no reference arm, t′ = 0, for parity sym-
metry, tL = tR, ϕ = 0 or for tL or tR = 0. In sub-
section (V B) we use the fact, established in Sec. (III),
that both disconnected and connected parts of the con-
ductance can be written as integrals over energy, p, of
f ′(p) multiplied by “transmission probabilities”, T D(p)
and T C(p). Let us denote the disconnected/connected
term in the transmission probability, when the Kubo for-
mula is used with ∆N/2 replaced by Ny in Eq. (3.5),
by T yD/C(p). We show that if the total transmission
probability T yC(p) + T yD(p), is assumed to be inde-
pendent of y at all p, then the connected part can be
eliminated and the conductance expressed as a sum of
terms of zeroth and first order in the T-matrix only. We
show that this strong assumption holds in lowest order
perturbation theory. However, it appears unlikely that
it holds exactly. In sub-section (V C) we show that the
connected part can be approximately eliminated, for tem-
peratures small compared to the band width, using only
the y-independence of the total conductance, the energy
integral of f ′(p)[T yC(p) + T yD(p)]. However, while
this elimination is possible for the short ABK ring con-
sidered here, we argue that it would fail for a long ABK
ring of length L except at extremely small temperatures,
less than the finite size gap of the ring, ≈ vF /L. In
the final sub-section we apply Keldysh formalism to the
ABK ring and again show that the Meir-Wingreen argu-
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ment does not apply exactly. We show that it may apply
approximately, for temperatures small compared to the
band width (and finite size gap) subject to a plausible
assumption about a non-equilibrium Green’s function.
A. Meir-Wingreen argument recast in Kubo
formalism
In Sec. (III) we derived the Kubo formula by adding
an infinitesimal perturbation eV (t)∆N/2 ≡ eV (t)(NR −
NL)/2 to the Hamiltonian. (Here
V (t) = V0 cos Ωt (5.1)
and we eventually take the limit Ω → 0.) In the linear
response regime, it should be equivalent to apply the volt-
age asymmetrically, adding eV (t)Ny to the Hamiltonian,
where
Ny ≡ yNR − (1− y)NL. (5.2)
In the special case, y = 1/2, Ny → ∆N/2 reducing to
the case considered in Sec. (III). Note that, in general
Ny = ∆N/2 + (y − 1/2)(NR +NL). (5.3)
For the Kondo model, NR + NL is the total charge and
commutes with the Hamiltonian and with ∆N . There-
fore it is easily proven that the Kubo formula with ∆N/2
replaced by Ny gives the same conductance as the Kubo
formula with ∆N/2. We also expect this to be true for
the Anderson model in the parameter range where charge
fluctuations of the quantum dot can be ignored at low
energies. Applying the source-drain voltage asymmetri-
cally, eV (t)Ny, is equivalent to applying an asymmetric
vector potential to the links between the quantum dot
and sites ±1 (and between sites 1 and −1). To apply
Kubo formalism for arbitrary y, the simplest approach is
to define the current as I = dNy/dt and measure it in
linear response to the perturbation eV (t)Ny.
As Meir and Wingreen observed, it may be possible
for some models to choose a convenient value of the pa-
rameter y so that the connected part is exactly eliminated
and the conductance calculation is thus simplified. Un-
fortunately, that does not appear to work for the ABK
ring for general values of the parameters. Let us see why
that is so. We now calculate the conductance via the
Kubo formula, Eq. (3.4), but with ∆N/2 replaced by Ny,
for an arbitrary real parameter y, in Eq. (3.5). We next
express Ny in the screening, non-screening basis:
Ny(t) =
1
2
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2
(2pi)2
Ψ†k1(t)M
y
k1k2
Ψk2(t), (5.4)
where Myk1k2 is again expressed in terms of the unitary
matrix Uk (which is independent of y) and a matrix A
y
k1k2
by
Myk1k2 ≡ Uk1A
y
k1k2
U†k2 . (5.5)
The matrix Ayk1k2 is only modified by a shift of the “con-
tact term” proportional to the unit matrix:
Ayk1k2 = A
1/2
k1k2
+ (2y − 1)2piδ(k1 − k2)1 (5.6)
where A1/2k1k2 is the quantity simply denoted as Ak1k2 in
Eq. (3.9). The connected part of the conductance is again
given by Eq. (3.35) with M11k1k2 replaced by M
y11
k1k2
. Thus
the connected part of the conductance will be eliminated
if it is possible to choose the real parameter y so that
My11k1k2 = 0 (5.7)
for all k1 and k2. Unfortunately, since M
y11
k1k2
generally
depends non-trivially on k1 and k2, this is usually not
possible.
An exception occurs for the case of no reference arm,
τ = 0. Then the matrix Uk becomes independent of k,
the overlap term in Ayk1k2 vanishes and M
y11
k1k2
simplifies
to:
My11k1k2 = 2piδ(k1 − k2)[2y − 1−
√
1− γ2]. (5.8)
(Here we assume, without loss of generality, that tL >
tR.) Thus M
y11
k1k2
= 0 for all k1 and k2 when we choose:
y =
1
2
(
1 +
√
1− γ2
)
=
t2L
t2L + t
2
R
. (5.9)
The vanishing of My11k1k2 also implies that the disconnected
term quadratic in the T -matrix vanishes. We extend the
calculation of the Z coefficients to general y in App. (B 4).
Eqs. (3.32), (B20) and (B21) then give
ZyR = Zy2 = 0, ZyI = γ2 (5.10)
for the special value of y in Eq. (5.9). Thus the conduc-
tance can be written:
G =
2e2
h
γ2
∫
dp[−f ′(p)]Im [−piνpT(p)] . (5.11)
This result has been already obtained in [24, 34, 35, 22].
Another way of understanding what is so much sim-
pler about the case of no reference arm is to observe
that, even for the symmetric case y = 1/2, the term in
∆N quadratic in ψ has the simple form:
∆Nψψ = −
√
1− γ2
∫ pi
0
dk
2pi
ψ†kψk ≡ −
√
1− γ2Nψ.
(5.12)
Nψ, the total number of screening electrons, is an ex-
actly conserved quantity in the Kondo model and ap-
proximately conserved at low energies in the Anderson
model in the regime where charge fluctuations of the dot
can be ignored. It then follows that the total contribu-
tion to G′(Ω), defined in Eq. (3.5) which is quartic in ψ
is:
G′4(Ω) ≡ −
i(1− γ2)
4
∫ ∞
0
dtei(Ω+iη)t 〈[Nψ(t), Nψ(0)]〉 = 0
(5.13)
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since Nψ(t) = Nψ(0) and hence [Nψ(t), Nψ(0)] =
[Nψ(0), Nψ(0)] = 0. [These equations, and Eq. (5.14)
below, are exact equalities for the Kondo model and ap-
proximate ones for the Anderson model.] Interestingly,
the connected part of the Green’s function in Eq. (5.13)
is non-zero. Rather, the conservation of Nψ implies a
“Ward identity” [36] relating the connected part to the
disconnected part of linear and quadratic order in the T-
matrix. By comparing the disconnected part at y = 1/2,
and τ = 0, determined by Eqs. (3.30) to (3.34), with the
exact conductance given in Eq. (5.11), we see that the
connected part of the conductance, for the symmetric
case y = 1/2, is given by:
G
1
2 ,C ≡ −1− γ
2
4
lim
Ω→0
Ω
∫ ∞
0
dtei(Ω+iη)t 〈[Nψ(t), Nψ(0)]〉C
= −(1− γ2)2e
2
h
∫
dp[−f ′(p)]∆Tpp(p) (5.14)
where ∆Tpp(p) is defined in Eq. (B26). An important
check on this result is that for the non-interacting case,
where GC must be zero, ∆Tpp vanishes due to the optical
theorem. (For the interacting case ∆Tpp is generally non-
zero due to the contribution of multi-particle final states
to the optical theorem.) Unfortunately, for the ABK ring,
∆Nψψ is generally not a conserved quantity.
Another special case where the connected part can
be eliminated is with parity symmetric γ = 1, ϕ = 0.
Now Uk becomes the identity matrix since only the even
channel couples to the impurity. Thus:
My11k1k2 = 2piδ(k1 − k2)(2y − 1) (5.15)
which is zero for the parity symmetric choice y = 1/2.
Then Eqs. (3.32) to (3.34) reduce to:
ZR(p) = 4τ cos p+ 2(1 + τ
2)
1 + τ2 + 2τ cos p
√
T0[1− T0], (5.16)
ZI(p) = 1− 2T0(p), (5.17)
Z2(p) = 0. (5.18)
Yet another special case is when tR or tL = 0. Then we
find
My11k1k2 = 2piδ(k1 − k2)
[
2y − 1− 1− τ
2
1 + τ2
]
(5.19)
which is zero for
y =
1
1 + τ2
. (5.20)
Eqs. (3.32), (B20) and (B21) then give, for this value of
y:
ZR(p) = 4τ cos p
1 + τ2
√
T0(p)[1− T0(p)]
ZI(p) = 1− 2T0(p)−
(
1− τ2
1 + τ2
)2
Z2(p) = 0. (5.21)
In general, the crucial function My11k1k2 has the form:
My11k1k2 = [2y − 1 +mck1k2 ]2piδ(k1 − k2)
+ 2it sin k1m
o
k1k2g
R
k1(k2) (5.22)
where the functions mcpp and m
o
pp, in the diagonal
case k1 = k2 = p, are given in Eqs. (B15) and (B16)
respectively. Clearly, for general values of τ , γ and ϕ,
we cannot make My11k1k2 zero for all k1 and k2 for any
choice of y.
B. Using the “transmission probability” expression
for the connected and disconnected parts of the
conductance
In Sec. (III) we showed that both disconnected and
connected parts of the conductance can be written in the
form:
GD/C =
2e2
h
∫
dp[−f ′(p)]T D/C(p) (5.23)
defining disconnected and connected parts of an energy-
dependent “transmission probability”. It is convenient
to define the imaginary frequency Green’s function:
Qyk1k2(i$m, i$m + iωp) ≡ Vk1Vk2
∫ β
0
dτ1dτ2e
i$mτ1+i($m+ωp)τ2
〈
Tτd
†(τ1)d(τ2)Ny(0)
〉
C
. (5.24)
Then the function P (i$m, i$m + iωp) defined in Eq. (3.43), generalized to finite y, becomes:
P y(i$m, i$m + iωp) ≡ 1
4
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2
(2pi)2
My11k1k2gk1(i$m)gk2(i$m + iωp)Q
y
k1k2
(i$m, i$m + iωp). (5.25)
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The connected part of the transmission probability can now be written:
T yC(ω) = lim
Ω→0
Ω2
4
P y(ω − iη1, ω + Ω + iη2) + c.c.
= lim
Ω→0
Ω2
16
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2
(2pi)2
My11k1k2g
A
k1(ω)g
R
k2(ω + Ω) ·Qyk1k2(ω − iη1, ω + Ω + iη2) + c.c. (5.26)
where Qyk1k2(ω − iη1, ω + Ω + iη2) is the analytic continuation of Q
y
k1k2
(i$m, i$m + iωp) to real frequencies. Using
the expression for My11k1k2 in Eq. (5.22) and the propagator product identities of App. (A) we see that
lim
Ω→0
ΩMy11k1k2g
A
k1(p)g
R
k2(p + Ω) = 2piνp[2y − 1 +mcpp +mopp]δ(k1 − k2)δ(k1 − p). (5.27)
We expect an additional factor of 1/Ω to arise from
Qyk1k2(ω − iη1, ω + Ω + iη2) as Ω → 0. Thus we may
write:
T yC(p) = −[2y − 1 +mcpp +mopp]Fy(p) (5.28)
where
Fy(p) ≡ piνp
8
lim
Ω→0
ΩQypp(p − iη1, p + Ω + iη2) + c.c.
Due to the Ny operator in Q
y, Fy(p) is a sum of terms
of zeroth and first order in y. Despite the simplifica-
tions resulting from using the transmission probability
expression for the conductance, it appears that no choice
of y will make the connected part vanish. Nonetheless,
the fact that the total conductance must be indepen-
dent of y implies some relationship between T yC(p) and
T yD(p). This implied relationship involves the inte-
gral of these functions. However it is interesting to con-
sider the consequences of the stronger assumption that
T yC(p) + T yD(p) is independent of y for all energies.
Using the expression for T yD(p) in Eqs. (B21) to (B26),
we may write:
T yC(p) + T yD(p) = T (p) + (2y − 1 +mcpp +mopp)[(2y − 1 +mcpp)∆Tpp − Fy(p)] (5.29)
∆Tpp, given in Eq. (B26), measures violations of the optical theorem when the T-matrix is restricted to the single
particle sector. As mentioned above, Fy(p) is a sum of terms of zeroth and first order in y. We see that y-independence
of T yC(p) + T yD(p) would require:
Fy(p) = (2y − 1 +mcpp)∆Tpp ?? (5.30)
Then, the total transmission probability becomes T (p), given in Eq. (B25). It can be seen that our perturbative
calculation is actually consistent with this stronger assumption. In this case
Fy(p) =
piνp
2
Im
[
lim
Ω→0
Ω
∫ pi
0
dq1dq2
(2pi)2
3
16
Jq2pJpq1
(
My11q1q2g
R
q1(p + Ω)g
A
q2(p)
)]
= [2y − 1 +mcpp]
3pi2
16
ν2pJ
2
pp = [2y − 1 +mcpp]∆Tpp (5.31)
where the fact that Tpp is O(J
2) was used in the last
step so that ∆T reduces to Im[−piνpTpp(p)], whose per-
turbative value is given in Eq. (4.7). However, it seems
unlikely that this stronger assumption will survive higher
orders of perturbation theory so we now proceed without
making it.
C. Approximate elimination of connected term
Since the connected part of the conductance is given
in terms of T yC(p) by Eq. (3.41), we see that, for temper-
atures small compared to the band width, GyC will ap-
proximately vanish provided we choose y so that T yC(p)
vanishes at the Fermi energy, p = F . This choice is:
y =
1
2
[1−mcpF pF −mopF pF ]. (5.32)
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Since mopp+m
c
pp is a smooth function of p as can be seen
from Eqs. (B16) and (B15), we may calculate the leading
contribution of GyC to the conductance, for this choice
of y, by the Sommerfeld expansion, giving a suppression
factor of order (T/t)2 where T is the temperature and 4t
the band width. We see from Eq. (B20) that Zy2 (F ) van-
ishes for the special value of y, Eq. (5.32) which makes the
connected part approximately vanish. The reason for this
can be seen in App. (B). The same product of My11k1k2 and
propagators occurs in Eq. (B12) for the term quadratic
in the T-matrix as in Eq. (5.27) for the connected part.
Thus we may write the conductance for T  t as a linear
function of the T-matrix:
G ≈ 2e
2
h
∫
dp[−f ′(p)]
{
T0(F )
+ZR(F )Re [−piνpTpp(p)]
+Z ′I(F )Im [−piνpTpp(p)]
}
(5.33)
where T0(p), ZR(p) and Z ′I(p) are given in Eqs. (3.31),
(3.32) and (B22) respectively. Eq. (5.33), along with our
formulas for the coefficients, is one of the main results of
this paper. It shows that the conductance through the
small ABK ring can be expressed entirely in terms of the
T-matrix of a single channel Kondo or Anderson model
at temperatures small compared to the band width. Note
that within second order perturbation theory in Kondo
coupling (valid at T  TK), the T-matrix is also smooth
and can be approximated by its value at the Fermi and
taken out of the integral. However, at lower temperatures
the T-matrix contains sharp features on the scale of TK
and the thermal averaging is relevant.
It is interesting to compare this result to [10] which
also gives a formula for the conductance of the short ABK
ring as a sum of terms of zeroth and first order in the T-
matrix. A precise agreement cannot be expected since
[10] assumes energy independent tunneling parameters
and expresses the result in terms of parameters at the
Fermi surface only. We find precise agreement at half-
filling, pF = pi/2, only.
Note that our argument depends crucially on the fact
that mopp and m
c
pp defined in Eqs. (B16) and (B15), are
smooth functions of p; the energy scale over which they
vary significantly is the band width, 4t. However, we
expect this not to be the characteristic energy scale for
a large ring of length L. The problem is that a small
energy scale enters the calculation, the finite size gap
∝ vF /L. We then expect the analogue of mopp + mcpp to
vary on this scale, making the approximate elimination
of GC only possible for T  vF /L which is much less
than the band width for a ring much larger than a lattice
constant. Thus, we may expect that a calculation of
the connected part of the conductance will be necessary,
except at extremely low temperatures.
D. Keldysh approach
The presence of the connected four-point function in
the conductance (even if it can be approximately elimi-
nated) is surprising given that, according to [10] and fol-
lowing the Keldysh approach of Meir and Wingreen [24],
the conductance can be expressed entirely in terms of
the retarded two-point function GRdd. In this sub-section,
we calculate the conductance using Keldysh approach
and point out that generally symmetrization fails and
the equilibrium two-point Green’s functions are not suf-
ficient for determining the conductance. However, sim-
ilar to the discussion of Kubo section, at temperatures
small compared to the band width the non-equilibrium
Green’s functions can be approximately eliminated. Sim-
ilar calculations have been reported previously in [5-
10,33]. Going back to the Anderson model and defining
NL =
∑
n>0 c
†
−nc−n, we can write the current in the left
lead as
IL =
ie
~
〈[
NˆL, Hˆ
]〉
= −2e
~
Re
[
tLe
iϕ/2G<dL(0) + t
′G<RL(0)
]
(5.34)
which is expressed in terms of non-equilibrium equal-time
lesser Green’s functions defined as G<dL(t) = i〈cˆ†−1(t)dˆ(0)〉
and G<RL(t) = i〈cˆ†−1(t)cˆ1(0)〉 involving the dot and the
first sites of the left and right leads. Here L and R in-
dices represent sites -1 and 1 respectively. We denote
non-equilibrium operators with a hat and corresponding
Green’s functions with Sans-serif font. Replacing equal-
time Green’s functions with a frequency integral over the
Fourier transform of corresponding unequal-time Green’s
functions we get
IL =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωIL(ω), IL(ω) = −2e
h
Re
[
W<L (ω)
]
(5.35)
where
W<L (ω) ≡ 2tLeiϕ/2G<dL(ω) + 2t′G<RL(ω). (5.36)
In the non-interacting case, IL(ω) can be interpreted as
the contribution to the current from electrons of energy
ω. Following Meir-Wingreen the mixed functions GdL
and GRL are related to the Green’s function of the dot.
For that purpose, the Green’s functions are generalized
to complex times on Keldysh contour CK and we use the
equation of motion to obtain
GdL(τ, τ
′) =− tLe−iϕ/2
∫
CK
dτ1Gdd(τ, τ1)gLL(τ1, τ
′)
− t′
∫
CK
dτ1GdR(τ, τ1)gLL(τ1, τ
′). (5.37)
Here GdL(τ, τ
′) ≡ 〈−iTCd(τ)c†−1(τ ′)〉 is the contour-
ordered mixed Green’s function and gLL(τ, τ
′) is the
Green’s function of the first site of the decoupled left
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lead in equilibrium with its own electrochemical potential
µL. Going to real time and taking the Fourier transform
we can represent this equation in Keldysh space by the
matrix equation [37]
G˘dL(ω) = −tLe−iϕ/2G˘dd(ω)g˘LL(ω)− t′G˘dR(ω)g˘LL(ω).
(5.38)
Here the G˘(ω) and g˘(ω)’s are 2 × 2 matrices in Keldysh
space whose structure is
G˘(ω) =
(
GR(ω) GK(ω)
0 GA(ω)
)
, (5.39)
with GK(ω) ≡ G>(ω) + G<(ω). Similarly, for the other
Green’s functions, suppressing energy-dependences, we
can write
G˘dR = −tReiϕ/2G˘ddg˘RR − t′G˘dLg˘RR (5.40)
G˘LL = g˘LL − tLeiϕ/2g˘LLG˘dL − t′g˘LLG˘RL (5.41)
G˘RL = −tRe−iϕ/2g˘RRG˘dL − t′g˘RRG˘LL. (5.42)
These equations can be alternatively derived starting
from a representation of the Hamiltonian in momentum
space. After some algebra we arrive at the matrix equa-
tion
X˘LW˘LX˘L =− 2t′2g˘Rg˘LX˘L + 2P˘LG˘ddQ˘L (5.43)
where X˘L(ω), P˘L(ω), and Q˘L(ω) are given by
X˘L = 1˘− t′2g˘Rg˘L,
P˘L = 1˘tLe
iϕ/2 − g˘Rt′tRe−iϕ/2,
Q˘L = −tLe−iϕ/2g˘L + t′tReiϕ/2g˘Rg˘L. (5.44)
The real part of the lesser component of W˘L(ω) gives the
energy-resolved current from the left lead IL(ω)
h
2e
IL(ω,∆µ) = z
KL
0 (ω,∆µ)
+ zKLR (ω,∆µ)Re
[
GRdd(ω)
]
+ zKLI (ω,∆µ)Im
[
GRdd(ω)
]
+ zKL< (ω,∆µ)
[
iG<dd(ω)
]
. (5.45)
The subscripts of the zKL coefficients are related to the
corresponding correlation function of the dot and their
superscript means they are obtained from Keldysh tech-
nique and related to the left lead. The current in the
right lead is obtained from L ↔ R and ϕ ↔ −ϕ sub-
stitution. Assuming a symmetric applied bias, the bias
dependence of the z coefficients are caused by fL/R(ω) =
f(ω) ± 12∆µf ′(ω) + · · · inside g˘L(ω) and g˘R(ω) and are
indicated explicitly, but the Green’s functions also have
an implied bias-dependence. Using Eq. (5.43), it can be
shown that the z coefficients have a Taylor series in the
bias ∆µ of the form
zKL0 (ω,∆µ) = ∆µ[−f ′(ω)]T0(ω) + · · · ,
zKLI (ω,∆µ) = z
KL
I (ω, 0) + ∆µ[−f ′(ω)]ZKLI (ω) + · · · ,
zKLR (ω,∆µ) = ∆µ[−f ′(ω)]ZKLR (ω) + · · · , (5.46)
defining the coefficients ZKL(ω), whereas z<(ω,∆µ) =
z<(ω) is independent of the bias. The equilibrium com-
ponents of the first two terms are zero, zKL0 (ω, 0) =
zKLR (ω, 0) = 0. But zI(ω, 0) is nonzero and satisfies [24]
zKLI (ω, 0) = −2f(ω)zKL< (ω), (5.47)
which by the equilibrium condition iG<dd(ω) =
2f(ω)Im
[
GRdd(ω)
]
ensures that the expectation-value of
the current operator defined by Eq. (5.34) is indeed zero
in equilibrium. The function T0(ω) is the same back-
ground transmission we had in Kubo calculations. Us-
ing Eqs. (5.46)-(5.47) we can write the current at energy
ω = p as
h
2e
IL(p,∆µ) = ∆µ[−f ′(p)]
{
T0(p)
+ ZKLR (p)Re
[
GRdd(p)
]
+ ZKLI (p)Im
[
GRdd(p)
] }
+O(∆µ2)
+ zKL< (p)Π(p,∆µ), (5.48)
where
Π(p,∆µ) ≡ iG<dd(p)− 2f(p)Im
[
GRdd(p)
]
. (5.49)
The first four lines of Eq. (5.48) contains two-point equi-
librium Green’s function of the dot whereas the last line,
written in terms of Π(ω,∆µ) contains non-equilibrium
Green’s functions and is more complicated to compute.
Since zKL< (ω) is nonzero, in order to get the linear-
response current in general one needs to do a first-order
perturbative-in-bias expansion of the non-equilibrium
functions in Π(ω,∆µ), which leads to both connected
four-point and disconnected two-point contributions re-
lated to the terms proportional to Zy2 in the Kubo frame-
work.
The Meir-Wingreen approach [24] uses the fact that
the DC current satisfies 〈IˆL + IˆR〉 = 0 to symmetrize the
current between left and right leads in order to eliminate
the non-equilibrium Green’s function of the dot [second
line of Eq. (5.48)] for the case of no reference arm. That
would mean that the linear conductance of the system
is entirely given by the equilibrium two-point function
GRdd(ω). However, such a procedure fails for the present
problem as already noticed by Dinu et al. [38]. This
can be seen most easily by taking the three sites −1, d
and 1 as the central sites of the device and noticing that
the coupling matrices introduced by Meir-Wingreen [24]
do not satisfy their “proportional coupling” condition.
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Equivalently, one can attempt to find a parameter y for
which the symmetrized current Iy = yIR − (1 − y)IL is
not a functional of Π(ω,∆µ). Generally we can use
y(F ) ≡ z
KL
< (F )
zKL< (F ) + z
KR
< (F )
=
(t2L + t
2
Rτ
2) + 2tLtRτ cos(pF − ϕ)
(t2L + t
2
R)(1 + τ
2) + 4tLtRτ cos pF cosϕ
. (5.50)
to eliminate the non-equilibrium functions at the Fermi
energy. This is precisely the same condition on y ob-
tained in Eq. (5.32) using the Kubo approach. This func-
tion is independent of energy if and only if at least one
of the three parameters tL, tR or τ = t
′/t is zero or for
the case when tL = tR and ϕ = 0, indicating that the
total symmetrized current does not contain Π(p,∆µ) in
these special cases. These are precisely the special cases
discussed above using the Kubo approach. The energy
dependence of y(ω) for general parameters indicates that
non-trivial symmetrization requires IL(ω) + IR(ω) to be
zero (conservation of energy-resolved currents) which is
not the case in interacting systems at finite temperature.
However, it is expected that the function Π(ω,∆µ) con-
tains a derivative of the Fermi distribution function, i.e.
we can write
Π(p,∆µ) = ∆µ[−f ′(p)]Π′(p) +O(∆µ2). (5.51)
Therefore, for temperatures smaller than the band width,
the slowly varying parameter y(p) ≈ y(F ) is constant
within IL the energy integral range and can be taken out
of the integral and again an approximate symmetrization
can be used to eliminate the difficult function Π′(p) by
setting its coefficient approximately equal to zero. The
parameter ZKLR (p) is the same for both leads and are
unaffected by symmetrization and it is −piνpV 2p times
the corresponding parameter in the Kubo calculations.
The parameters ZKLI (p) and ZKRI (p) are, however, dif-
ferent but the symmetrized parameter y(F )ZKRI (p) +
[1−y(F )]ZKLI (p) is equal −piνpV 2p times the parameter
ZI ′(p) obtained in the Kubo section at p = F .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied transport properties of a small
Aharonov-Bohm ring with an embedded quantum dot in
one of its arms. The DC conductance is calculated using
the Kubo formula and it is shown that there is a con-
tribution which involves a connected four-point function.
We have shown that for T small compared to the band
width, this term and terms quadratic in the T-matrix can
be eliminated, leaving a formula for the conductance lin-
ear in the T-matrix. This is a useful result because rather
precise results exist on the T-matrix for a wide range
of temperatures and frequencies, using renormalization
group improved perturbation theory, Nozie´res Fermi liq-
uid theory, numerical renormalization group and other
methods. We have calculated the conductance pertur-
batively in the Kondo coupling, a result that should be
valid for T  TK .
A natural question to ask is whether our O(J2) results
are consistent with the observation that Kondo scattering
is largely inelastic at T  TK [18]. This observation
simply follows from the fact that the (single-particle) T-
matrix of the Kondo model starts with an imaginary term
of order J2. Then the optical theorem:
− i(Tˆ− Tˆ†) = Tˆ†Tˆ (6.1)
is badly violated if the sum over intermediate states, in-
serted between Tˆ† and Tˆ is restricted to the single-particle
sector [18]. The full flux dependence of the conductance
through an ABK ring is complicated. Using our ap-
proach, it arises partly from the flux dependence of the
coupling of the quantum dot to the screening channel,
which introduces a flux dependence of the Kondo cou-
pling and hence the Kondo temperature. Further flux de-
pendence arises from the ZR(p) and Z ′I(p) coefficients
given in Eqs. (3.32) and (B22) relating the conductance
to the real and imaginary parts of the T-matrix. (At
higher temperatures, where the connected part must be
included, the flux dependence becomes even more com-
plicated.) The conductance is quadratic in the Kondo
coupling, in perturbation theory, while being first order
in the potential scattering. Thus, the absence of a term
linear in the Kondo coupling leads to a reduction of flux
dependence at high T and can be “explained” by the fact
that the scattering is purely inelastic in that limit [22].
We leave the extension of our results to lower tem-
perature and to larger rings for future work [31]. As
discussed in Sec. (V), for a large ring of length L the
connected term in the conductance can only be safely
eliminated at temperatures below the finite size energy
level spacing (T  vF /L). Thus, a thorough treatment
will probably require calculation of the novel connected
4-point Green’s function at lower temperatures. More-
over, the relation between the degree of flux dependence
of the conductance and the degree of inelastic scattering
in general also remains an open question.
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Appendix A: Propagator product identities
In this Appendix we show explicitly how the limit
Ω → 0 is taken in various equations in this paper.
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The results presented in this Appendix also support
our argument that the first and last terms in Eq. (3.44)
can be dropped as Ω → 0. We start by considering
limΩ→0 ΩgRk (ω)g
A
k (ω + Ω). We use:
1
ω − k + iη −
1
ω + Ω− k − iη =
Ω− 2iη
(ω − k + iη)(ω + Ω− k − iη) .(A1)
Thus
lim
Ω→0
ΩgRk (ω)g
A
k (ω+Ω) = g
R
k (ω)−gAk (ω) = −2piiδ(ω−k).
(A2)
On the other hand, the same reasoning gives
lim
Ω→0
ΩgRk (ω)g
R
k (ω + Ω) = 0. (A3)
These results can be checked by doing the ω integral.
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
1
(ω + iη)(ω + Ω− iη) =
2pii
−Ω . (A4)
The integral is non-zero since the poles are on opposite
sides of the real ω axis. On the other hand the integral
of gRk (ω)g
R
k (ω+ Ω) is zero because both poles are on the
same side.
The other important propagator product identity in-
volves 3 propagators, limΩ→0 ΩgAk1(ω)g
R
k2
(ω+ Ω)gRk1(k2).
Now we use:
[
1
ω − 1 − iη1 −
1
ω + Ω− 2 + iη2
] [
1
2 − 1 − Ω− iη3 −
1
2 − 1 + iη4
]
= − Ω + i(η3 + η4)
(ω − 1 − iη1)(ω + Ω− 2 + iη2)(2 − 1 + iη4) ·
2 − 1 − Ω− i(η1 + η2)
2 − 1 − Ω− iη3 . (A5)
Thus, we conclude
lim
Ω→0
ΩgAk1(ω)g
R
k2(ω + Ω)g
R
k1(k2) = (2pi)
2δ(ω − k1)δ(k1 − k2). (A6)
Again this result can be checked by doing the ω integral:
Ω
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
1
(ω − 1 − iη)(ω + Ω− 2 + iη)(2 − 1 + iη) = −2pii
Ω
(1 − 2 + Ω + 2iη)(1 − 2 − iη) . (A7)
The result of the previous paragraph tells us that the
limit Ω → 0 of the right hand side is (2pi)2δ(1 − 2),
consistent with Eq. (A6). Note that, again, it is crucial
which side of the real axis the poles are on. It can be
seen from Eq. (A7) that complex conjugating any one of
the propagators gives zero as Ω→ 0. It is also important
to note that
gRk1(k2) = −gAk2(k1), (A8)
allowing the identity in Eq. (A6) to be written in another
equivalent way.
Appendix B: Disconnected contribution to the
transmission probability
Here we present the details that lead to Eqs. (3.30)-
(3.34) for the disconnected part of the transmission
probability, starting from Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27). From
Eq. (3.27) we obtain
− 2ImGRq2k1(p) = (2pi)2δ(q2 − k1)δ(p − k1)1
+τψ
(
gRq2(p)Vq2iG
R
dd(p)Vk1g
R
k1(p)
−gAq2(p)Vq2iGAdd(p)Vk1gAk1(p)
)
. (B1)
We denote the first term of this expression by a subscript
0, the second by R and the third by A. Plugging these
into Eq. (3.26) we get 9 terms for the disconnected part
of the transmission probability T D, which we label T D00 ,
T D0R, T D0A · · · T DAA. In the following we write
p′ ≡ −2t cos p′ ≡ p + Ω, (B2)
defining a (positive) momentum p′ in terms of p and Ω.
1. Background transmission probability
The background transmission probability T0(p) ≡
T D00 (p) is obtained by choosing the delta-function term
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from Eq. (B1), in both factors of ImGR in Eq. (3.26)
which leads to
T0(p) = 1
8
lim
Ω→0
Ω2(2pi)2νpνp′
1
Ω + iη
1
−Ω + iηTr
[
Fpp′Fp′p
]
=
4τ2 sin2 p
(1 + τ2)2 − 4τ2 cos2 p (B3)
and is a Landauer-type formula for the transmission
probability through the reference arm. This part of the
conductance comes from the free part of the Green’s func-
tions and the non-diagonal (in momentum) part of ∆N
corresponding to the overlap (second) term in Ak1k2 in
Eq.(3.9). The contact term of App′ does not contribute
since p 6= p′, Ω > 0 until the end of the calculation.
2. Terms linear in T-matrix
The terms in the transmission probability linear in Gdd
are T D1 ≡ T D0R + T DR0 + T D0A + T DA0 and we only need to
calculate the first two as they are the complex conjugate
of the second two. Using Eqs.(5.5) and (B1) the first
term is
T D0R(p) =
1
8
lim
Ω→0
2piΩ2νp′
∫ pi
0
dk1dq2
(2pi)2
iGRdd(p)
Tr
[
Uk1Ak1p′Ap′q2U
†
q2g
R
q2(p)Vq2τψVk1g
R
k1(p)
]
. (B4)
Using the cyclic property of the trace, this can be re-
arranged to give
T D0R(p) =
piνp
4
lim
Ω→0
Tr
[
ID1(p,Ω)τψI
′
D1(p,Ω)
]
iGRdd(p).
(B5)
where the matrices ID1 and I′D1 are defined as
ID1(p,Ω) ≡ Ω
∫ pi
0
dq2
2pi
Vq2g
R
q2(p)Ap′q2U
†
q2 ,
I′D1(p,Ω) ≡ Ω
∫ pi
0
dk1
2pi
Vk1g
R
k1(p)Uk1Ak1p′ . (B6)
Using the definition of Eq. (3.9), the first one of these can
be written as
ID1(p,Ω) = −τxVp′U†p′
−Ω
∫ pi
0
dq2
2pi
gRq2(p)g
A
q2(p + Ω)Fp′q2Vq2U
†
q2 .(B7)
Using the propogator product identity of Eq. (A2) we ob-
tain
ID1(p,Ω)→
(
− τx + 2piiνpFpp
)
VpU
†
p. (B8)
Similarly,
I′D1(p,Ω)→ −VpUpτx. (B9)
The reason the F-term is present in Eq. (B8) but absent in
Eq. (B9) is that ID1 includes a term ∝ gRq2(p)gAq2(p + Ω)
whereas I′D1 includes a term ∝ gRk1(p)gRk1(p + Ω). In
terms of ID1 and I
′
D1 we can write the second contribution
to T D1 as
T DR0(p) =
piνp′
4
lim
Ω→0
iGRdd(p′)
Tr
[
ID1(p + Ω,−Ω)τψI′D1(p + Ω,−Ω
]
.(B10)
The DC limit of the matrices ID1(p+Ω,−Ω) and I′D1(p+
Ω,−Ω) is the same as before with an overall minus sign
for each one and therefore TR0 = T0R. Inserting these
results into the trace in (B5), the final result is given in
Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33).
3. Terms quadratic in T-matrix
The terms in the transmission probability quadratic
in Gdd are T D2 ≡ T DRR + T DRA + T DAA + T DAR. It can
be shown that in the DC limit the terms T DRR and T DAA,
which are proportional to (GRdd)
2
and (GAdd)
2
, are zero
because the propagator products involved in these terms
do not produce any Ω−2-divergence. T DRA and T DAR are
the complex conjugate of each other and it suffices to
calculate the first one which is
T DRA(p) =
1
8
lim
Ω→0
ID2(p,Ω)I
′
D2(p,Ω)G
R
dd(p+Ω)G
A
dd(p),
(B11)
where the functions ID2 and I
′
D2 are defined as
ID2 ≡ Ω
∫ pi
0
dk1dk2
(2pi)2
Vk1Vk2
{
M11k1k2g
A
k1(p)g
R
k2(p + Ω)
}
,
(B12)
and
I ′D2 ≡ Ω
∫ pi
0
dq1dq2
(2pi)2
Vq1Vq2
{
M11q1q2g
R
q1(p + Ω)g
A
q2(p)
}
.
(B13)
Separating the contact and overlap terms of Myψψk1k2 , de-
fined in Eqs. (3.9)-(5.5) we have
M11k1k2 = m
c
k1k12piδ(k1 − k2) + 2it sin k1mok1k2gRk1(k2).
(B14)
A factor of 2it sin k1 is included for later convenience.
The diagonal parameters mcpp and m
o
pp can be calculated
from Eqs. (3.9) and (5.5) are equal to
mcpp =
|ΓepΓop|
−V 2p
Re
[
t∗detdoe
−i(δ+p −δ−p )
]
=
−
√
1− γ2(1− τ2) + 2γτ sinϕ sin p
1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ
, (B15)
and
mopp =
−τ |ΓepΓop|2
sin pV 2p
Im [tdet
∗
do]
=
−4γτ sinϕ sin p
1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ
. (B16)
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Using the results of App. (A) to take the limit Ω→ 0, we
obtain
ID2(p,Ω)→
(
mcpp +m
o
pp
)
2piiνpV
2
p
I ′D2(p,Ω)→ mcpp2piiνpV 2p . (B17)
Inserting these results into Eq. (B11), gives Eq. (3.34).
4. Extension to general y
Here we extend our results for the disconnected part
of the transmission probability to the case where the
source-drain voltage is applied asymmetrically, multiply-
ing Ny(t), defined in Eq. (5.2). This has the effect of
modifying Ayk1k2 as indicated in Eq. (5.6). This has no
effect on the background transmission amplitude since it
gets no contribution from the contact term in Ayk1k2 . In
the calculation of terms linear in the T-matrix the ma-
trices ID1 and I′D1 both get shifted:
ID1 → ID1 + (1− 2y)VpU†p
I′D1 → I′D1 + (1− 2y)VpUp. (B18)
In the calculation of the terms quadratic in the T the
quantity mcpp appearing in M
11
k1k2
, ID1 andI′D1 gets shifted
mcpp → (2y − 1) +mcpp. (B19)
The background transmission probability, T0(p) and ZR
(the coefficient of Re [T]), are independent of y. However
ZyI (p) = 1− 2T0(p) + (2y − 1)2
−2
√
1− γ2(1− τ2)(2y − 1)
1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ
(B20)
and
Zy2 (p) =
−(1− τ2)(1− γ2) + 4γ2τ2 sin2 p sin2 ϕ
[1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ]2
−(2y − 1)2 + 2
√
1− γ2(1− τ2)(2y − 1)
1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ
= −[2y − 1 +mcpp][2y − 1 +mcpp +mopp] (B21)
where mopp is defined in Eq. (B16). Note that the sum of
the two coefficients
ZI ′(k) ≡ ZyI (k) + Zy2 (k)
= 1− 2T0(p)
+
4γ2τ2 sin2 p sin2 ϕ− (1− τ2)2(1− γ2)
[1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ]2
(B22)
is independent of y, implying that we may write
T yD(p) = T (p) + ∆T yD (B23)
where
∆T yD = −Zy2 (p)∆Tpp(p) (B24)
and we have separated the transmission probability into
a y-independent part:
T (p) ≡ T0(p) + ZR(p)Re [−piνpTpp(p)]
+ ZI ′(p)Im [−piνpTpp(p)] (B25)
and a part which depends on y through Zy2 (p). The
factor multiplying this coefficient is
∆Tpp(p) ≡ Im [−piνpTpp(p)]− |−piνpTpp(p)|2 . (B26)
The function ∆Tpp(p) is equal to deviations of the
single-particle sector of the T-matrix from the optical
theorem [Eq. (4.5)] and therefore it quantifies the inter-
action and is zero for non-interacting systems.
Appendix C: Non-interacting limit
In this Appendix we use Landauer and Fisher-Lee
methods to calculate the conductance of the small ABK
ring in the limit of a non-interacting quantum dot U = 0
and compare the result to the one obtained from the
Kubo formula. The model is the one sketeched in Fig. (1)
and described by the Hamiltonian (2.1)-(2.3). The re-
sulting Landauer formula for the conductance should be
valid at any temperature.
1. Landauer formula
Starting from Hamiltonian (2.1)-(2.3) we can write down
the Schro¨dinger equation Hφ = φ and seek for a solution
of the type
φn =
{
eikn + re−ikn n ≤ −1
teikn n ≥ +1. (C1)
We obtain
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t(k) =
2i sin k(tLtRe
−iϕ + tτ(d − k))
−t(d − k)(1− τ2e2ik) + 2tLtRτe2ik cosϕ+ (t2L + t2R)eik
. (C2)
In order to check the consistency of this result with
the Kubo calculations presented in the paper, we need
to calculate the retarded Green’s function of the non-
interacting dot.
2. Green’s function of the dot
The Green’s function of the dot is equal to
GRdd(k) =
1
k + iη − d − ΣRdd(k)
. (C3)
At U = 0 we can use the screening basis and Eq. (2.13)
to write
ΣRdd(k) =
∫ pi
0
dq
2pi
V 2q
k − q + iη
= −2tLtRτ cosϕe
2ik + (t2L + t
2
R)e
ik
t(1− τ2e2ik) (C4)
where the integral is calculated using the contour tech-
nique. In the absence of interactions, the optical theorem
takes the form of Eq. (4.5). For the dot Green’s function
using Eq. (3.28) this implies
− piνkV 2k
∣∣GRdd(k)∣∣2 = Im [GRdd(k)] (C5)
or in terms of the dot self-energy −piνkV 2k = Im
[
ΣRdd(k)
]
which is indeed satisfied for the non-interacting quantum
dot as can be checked from Eq. (C4) and Eq. (2.13).
In non-interacting systems, the connected part of the
transmission probability is absent (T yC(ω) = 0) and it
follows from Eq. (4.5) that the transmission probability
function of Eq. (3.30) is y-independent. It can be shown
that by plugging in Eqs. (C3)-(C4) into the disconnected
part of the transmission probability [Eq. (3.30)] we get
T D(k) = |t(k)|2 . (C6)
3. Fisher-Lee conductance
An alternative approach to calculating the conduc-
tance in the non-interacting limit is to use the Fisher-Lee
relation [26] which is obtained from a different version of
the Kubo formula in which y = 0, so the voltage is ap-
plied to the left lead only, but the measured current is
I = dNR/dt. The connected part is absent in this non-
interacting system. In this approach, the conductance
has the Landauer-type form
GFL =
2e2
h
∫
dω[−f ′(ω)]TFL(ω), (C7)
with TFL(ω) = |tFL(ω)|2 and the transmission amplitude
through the non-interacting system is given by
tFL() ≡ i
√
ΓL(ω)ΓR(ω)G
R
RL(ω)
where the propagator GRLR(ω) is defined by
GRRL(ω) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dtei(ω+iη)t
〈
−i
{
c1(t), c
†
−1(0))
}〉
. (C8)
ΓL(k) = ΓR(k) = 2t sin k are the coupling to (or equiv-
alently the velocity in) the leads. In the following we use
two methods to relate GRLR() to the Green’s function of
the dot.
a. Keldysh approach
The main matrix equations are those discussed in
Eqs. (5.38)-(5.42) above. There, L and R refer to the
first site of left and right leads, respectively. These
were derived using the equation of motion technique in
the Keldysh space. But here we are only interested in
the equilibrium retarded Green’s functions. So we take
the retarded components of these equations in which
gRLL(k) = g
R
RR(k) = −eik/t is the retarded Green’s
function for the first site of a semi-infinite chain. From
Eqs. (5.38) and (5.40) we get
(1−τ2e2ik)GRdL(k) = GRdd(k)
eik
t
(tLe
−iϕ/2+tReiϕ/2τeik)
(C9)
and from Eqs (5.41) and (5.42) we have
(1− τ2e2ik)GRRL(k) = −
τe2ik
t
+
eik
t
(tRe
−iϕ/2 + tLeiϕ/2τeik)GRdL(k). (C10)
GLR(k) is obtained from this with L↔ R and ϕ↔ −ϕ
substitution. Combining these and using Eq. (C8) we get
tFL(k) = −
2iτ sin ke2ik
1− τ2e2ik +
2ie2ik sin k(tLe
−iϕ/2 + tReiϕ/2τeik)(tRe−iϕ/2 + tLeiϕ/2τeik)
t(1− τ2e2ik)2 G
R
dd(k). (C11)
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At U = 0, GRdd(k) is given by Eqs. (C3)-(C4). Inserting
that in Eq. (C11) leads to
tFL(k) = t(k)e
2ik (C12)
which is the Landauer result, Eq. (C2) up to a factor of
e2ik due to the propagation from site -1 to site +1.
b. Screening and non-screening channels
In this section we express the transmission amplitude
through the ABK ring in terms of the Green’s function
of the dot using the ψ and φ basis in the non-interacting
limit. The advantage of this method compared to the
Keldysh technique is that it can be readily generalized
to large rings. We start by using Eq. (2.7) to express c−1
and c1 in terms of ψ and φ fields
c1(t) =
1√
2
∫ pi
0
dk
2pi
(
Γek Γok
)
U†kΨk(t),
c†−1(0) =
1√
2
∫ pi
0
dq
2pi
Ψ†q(0)Uq
(
Γ∗eq
−Γ∗oq
)
. (C13)
To get the Fisher-Lee transmission amplitude tFL(p) =
2it sin pGRRL(p) we need to calculate the propagator
GRRL(p) =
1
2
Tr
[ ∫ pi
0
dkdq
(2pi)2
(
Γek Γok
)×
U†kG
R
kq(p)Uq
(
Γ∗eq
−Γ∗oq
)]
.(C14)
The Green’s function matrix has the same form we en-
countered in Kubo calculations and can be written in
terms of the T-matrix of screening and non-screening
channels using Eq. (3.27). Plugging this into Eq. (C14)
we get two terms which after doing the momentum inte-
gral and taking the trace can be used to write the trans-
mission as
tFL(p) =
2it sin p
2
[(
Γ˜ep − Γ˜op
)
+
1
2
(
t∗deΓ˜ep − t∗doΓ˜op
)(
tdeΓ˜ep + tdoΓ˜op
)
GRdd(p)
]
.(C15)
Parameters Γ˜ep and Γ˜op containing the momentum inte-
grals are given by
Γ˜(o/e)p ≡
∫ pi
0
dk
2pi
∣∣Γ(e/o)k∣∣2
p − k + iη =
eip/t
1± τeip (C16)
where we have used contour integration technique and
expressions for Γek and Γok are given by Eq. (2.6). Sub-
stitution of this formula into Eq. (C15) leads to Eq. (C11)
obtained before.
c. Consistency of the Kubo conductance with the
Fisher-Lee formula at U = 0
Eq. (C11) can be used to write
TFL(p) ≡
∣∣∣tFL(p)∣∣∣2
= T FL0 (p) + ZFLR (p)Re
[−piνpV 2p GRdd(p)]
+ZFLI (p)Im
[−piνpV 2p GRdd(p)]
+ZFL2 (p)
∣∣−piνpV 2p GRdd(p)∣∣2 (C17)
The coefficients T FL0 = T0 and ZFLR = ZR are the same as
before [Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32)]. However, ZFLI and ZFL2
are different from the previously obtained coefficients of
the T-matrix [Eqs. (B20), (B21)] and are given by
ZFLI (p) = −
4τ sin p[2τ(1 + τ2) sin p+ γ(1 + τ4) sinϕ+ 2γτ2 sin(2p− ϕ)]
[(1 + τ2)2 − 4τ2 cos2 p](1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ) , (C18)
ZFL2 (p) =
4τ2 + γ2(1 + τ4 + 2τ2 cos 2(ϕ− p)) + 4τγ(1 + τ2) cos(p− ϕ)
[1 + τ2 + 2γτ cos p cosϕ]2
. (C19)
At U = 0 the total conductance obtained from the two
methods has to agree. In this case the connected four-
point function is absent and the imaginary part of the
single-particle T-matrix is related to its absolute value
by the optical theorem [Eq. (4.5)] and it can be checked
that indeed
Z ′I(p) = ZFLI (p) + ZFL2 (p). (C20)
[Z ′I(p) is defined in (B22).] Comparing this to the Kubo
results in Eq. (B25), we see that the two approaches give
exactly the same result in the non-interacting limit.
d. Connection with the inelastic part of the S-matrix
The expression for the total transmission probability
(B25) is linear in the T-matrix and is valid approximately
in the interacting case provided that the temperature is
low enough so that the elimination of the connected part
is justified as discussed in section (V). One the other
hand, the Fisher-Lee conductance contains terms both
linear and quadratic in the T-matrix and gives the total
conductance only in the non-interacting systems. The
equality (C20) can be used to express the difference be-
tween the total conductance G in Eqs. (B25) and GFL
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as
G−GFL ≈
∫
dp[−f ′(p)]
(
(Z ′I −ZFLI )Im
[−piνpV 2p GRdd]
−ZFL2
∣∣−piνpV 2p GRdd∣∣2 ) (C21)
=
∫
dp[−f ′(p)]ZFL2 (p)∆Tpp(p) (C22)
where we have used Eqs. (3.28) and definition of
∆Tpp(p) in Eq. (B26). This form manifestly shows that
the difference G−GFL vanishes if the optical theorem for
single-particle sector of T-matrix is obeyed. It is inter-
esting to note that this difference is proportional to the
inelastic part of the S-matrix, as defined by Zarand et
al. [18,19].
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